
AUX Design Sprint 
IDENTIFYING NEEDS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY



Starting Out
○ Research GV Sprint &  

d.School Process 

○ Listed biz opportunities:  
existing vs. ideas 

○ Analyzed competitors (*) 

○ Listed potential success metrics  
for business opportunities 



Competitors
○ Value Props 

○ Feature Hierarchy 

○ Developed points of emphasis 

- Access (size) 

- Personalization 

- Discovery 

- Social Proof 



Most Important User Story

○ Listener - Licensing - Label - Artist 

○ Artist - Licensing - VCs - Business - Listener 

○ Scheduling, prepping for Interviews 

○ Inaccessibility



Interviews

○ Very personal, open, long 

○ What - How - Why 

○ Motivations - from why listen & how to  
first album & meaningful memories 

○ Scope wasn’t lining up



Empathy Map Personas



Mind Mapping



Saturate & Group
○ Able to pull out need statements 

○ “Need music I’m playing to fit my mood"  

○ “Need to remember stuff I come across” 

○ “Need to know someone really well before I 

recommend music to them” 

○ Themes starting to develop 



IDENTITY BUILDING 

○ “I like finding stuff few people 
have heard before” 

○ “I dont see the artists as  
people as much as I relate them  
to my personal experience with  
their music”

Themes 

FEAR OF REJECTION 

○ “To put that message forth in music 
is much more eloquent and much 
less vulnerable” 

○ “Its kind of stressful, I feel like my 
songs are usually the ones getting  
skipped”

FATIGUE OF SAMENESS 

○ “I’m usually leaning into my mood 
that day, but then it’ll wear off and I’ll 
go with something else” 

○ “I bought the Milky Chance album  
and then I got tired of it. I’ve heard it 
so much that now it just sits there”

LIMITED BY MEANS 

○ “I filled my iPod up in 2012 
and I dont put new music on it  
anymore because I would have to  
delete songs to make room” 

○ “I dont feel comfortable downloading  
Spotify on my work computer”

CONVENIENCE 

○ “I don’t like YouTube because I can  
only pick one song at a time” 

○ “I also dont update (my iPod) because 
I think something will go wrong” 

○ “With 8traks, all I need to do is pick 
a playlist and I’m good for an hour”



POV Statement

Listeners need to avoid choosing music  
because the lack of social pressure would make  

groups more productive

DESIRE FOR NEW MUSIC/ 

STRESS OF SHARING
Conflicts ACCESS / DISRUPTION 

AVERSION



How Might We’s & Sketches
○ One place 

○ Upload & localStorage 

○ Mood Prediction 

○ Recommendations less social 



Biggest Assumptions 
○ People don’t want to choose the  

music in social settings 

○ Recommendations would  
be more accepted if they  
were less personal 

○ Convenience & acceptance 
outweighs personal identity 

○ People would rather google a song  
they dont know, than ask someone  
else what it is

Decision



First Prototype

https://popapp.in/w/projects/55a8552b95b1f2214cfbde8b/

preview

(Disabled)

https://popapp.in/w/projects/55a8552b95b1f2214cfbde8b/preview


Test
Goals Signals Metrics

Take social pressure out of song 
choice

Understand how songs are picked
Amount of songs skipped,  

engagement in player interface

Users will trust the selection Ignore customization fallbacks Group playlists archived, Run time

Users will sync their music  
with their friends

Sign up, Connect services, Launch 
playlist

# of libraries synced, 
# of friends of playlist

Users will use this for music discovery Check playlist history, Save songs
Amount of songs saved,  

user profile views

Happiness

Engagement

Adoption

Retention



It didn’t go well

○ Saw value, mid-to-low task success  

○ Customization wants persist 

○ Where are these people? 

○ High engagement



Revised Prototype

https://popapp.in/w/projects/55a93ef2e6f76c5a5a711e4f/

preview

(Live)

https://popapp.in/w/projects/55a93ef2e6f76c5a5a711e4f/preview


Validation

○ Messaging 

○ Actual Music, Actual Results 

○ Usage patterns 

○ Constant access vs. Stimulation of Impermanence



Thanks! 
@LUKESELINGER


